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Abstract. Algorithmic skeletons are polymorphic higher-order func-
tions that represent common parallelization patterns. In this paper we
present a parallel implementation of a skeleton-based dynamic load bal-
ancing algorithm for parallel adaptive multigrid solvers. It works on dis-
tributed refinement trees that arise during adaptive refinement of grids.
Finally, we discuss some properties of the algorithm, for example speed
and locality of the distribution.

1 Introduction

Adaptive multigrid algorithms are the best known methods for solving partial
differential equations numerically on a sequential computer [2]. Parallelization
of these algorithms means to extend it, so that they work with distributed grids.
After adaptive refinement the distribution of the grid elements over the proces-
sors is often in imbalance. Hence, we have to implement a dynamic load balancing
algorithm (DLBA) that moves some nodes and elements from one processor to
another.

Unfortunately, the implementation of an adaptive multigrid algorithm on
parallel computers is a difficult and erroneous task, because often parallel pro-
grammers have to rely on low-level message passing functions. Our approach to
facilitate parallel programming is based on algorithmic skeletons [3].

In this paper we describe the parallel implementation of a skeleton-based
DLBA for parallel adaptive multigrid algorithms that works on refinement trees
[4]. A refinement tree arises with adaptive refinement and records the way of
refinement. Because of the distribution of the grids the refinement tree is dis-
tributed, too. Overlapping of distributed grids implies that parts of the dis-
tributed tree occur on more than one processor. Especially the root of the tree is
stored on every processor. We establish connections among parts of the tree by
tagging some nodes as virtual leafs and link nodes. Virtual leafs are nodes with
subtrees that are stored at link nodes on other processors.

2 Algorithmic Skeletons with Skil

A skeleton is an algorithmic abstraction common to a series of applications
that can be implemented in parallel. Skeletons are embedded in a sequential
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host language, thus being the only source of parallelism in programs. The basic
idea of algorithmic skeletons relies on the paradigm of functional languages:
based on techniques like higher order functions, type polymorphism, and partial
application we can write flexible and reusable skeletons that can be instantiated
for each application individually. In this paper, we use Skil (Skeleton Imperative
Language) [1] to implement our skeletons. To avoid the lack of efficiency in pure
functional programs Skil is an extension of C. The Skil compiler translates code
from Skil into C by instantiating the skeletons with application-dependent types
and functions.

For the implementation of the DLBA we need a fold-like skeleton that works
on distributed trees. Because of the topology of distributed trees we have to de-
fine a new parallel algorithm to implement the skeleton fold t. If the tree is
distributed over more than one processor, fold t performs the following steps.
First, for each local part of the tree the data of all elements are combined from
leafs to root in parallel. Then the data at virtual leafs have to be updated by
getting data from processors that hold respective link nodes with a real subtree.
At last the received data have to be mapped to all nodes that are above the
virtual leafs in the tree. The result is stored at the root of the whole tree. The
Skil prototype declaration of this skeleton is given by
$u fold t(Tree <$t> tree, $u get f($t), $t store f($u), $u fold f($u, $u));

The first argument of fold t represents the distributed tree. Each node of the
tree has the polymorphic type $t that must be instantiated by the user of this
skeleton. The other arguments are variables that stand for user-defined func-
tions. The type variable $u have to be instantiated with the computation type,
for example float. With get f we get the stored data of type $u from the tree
node of type $t. The function store f stores data into a suited entry of the
tree node. Moreover, for combining values of type $u the user of fold t has to
define the binary operation fold f. For instance, possible operations are binary
addition or the maximum function.

Additionally, for dynamic load balancing we need a mechanism to transfer
parts of a grid from one processor to another. In [5] we describe the skeletons
that we designed and implemented for this purpose. Especially, we presented
the skeletons copy and delete to move grid objects between processors. To
avoid communication overhead these operation are not executed immediately.
We collect all necessary data and store it into a communication table. After that
we use this table and the skeleton execute transfer to perform communication
in one step. In [5] we analyzed the object transfer skeletons and showed the
efficiency of our implementation.

3 Dynamic Load Balancing with Skeletons

In general, a DLBA has the following structure:
1. compute current distribution of load
2. use a strategy for computing necessary actions for load balancing
3. perform communication to do load balancing
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Note that communication is only necessary in the first and the last step. We
implement the first phase by calling the fold t skeleton:

ntris = fold t(refinement tree, get weight, store weight, (+));

After execution the root node of each part of the distributed tree contains the
number of all triangles ntris in the finest multigrid level. The second phase
starts with computing of the number of triangles per partition m by dividing
ntris by the number of processors p. Furthermore, the algorithm needs an array
of integers count[] that is used for checking available space in the partitions. The
k-th entry of count[] represents the current partition size of the k-th processor.
Note that each processor q holds it own count[] array. The q-th entry of the
array is set to m. The initialization of the other entries depends on the weight
information on the respective virtual leafs. If a processor holds more or equal to
m triangles, the respective entry in count[] is set to zero. Otherwise the entry
contains the size of available space in the partition. The next step consists of
calling the recursive function rt balance:

proc rt balance(NodeOfTree node, int count[], int m)

q = get current index(node);

children = compute children order(node);

for all children of node

if (weight(child) > count[q])

rt balance(child, count[], m);

else

decrement count[i] by weight(child);

if (q != myProc)

copy(triangle(child), q, tri dep f);

delete(triangle(child));

endif

endif

endfor

endproc

The index computation assures that as much as possible of the current part
of the distributed tree should remain on the processor to avoid unnecessary
movement of grid objects. The determination of a order in which the children
of a node will be traversed is necessary to assure locality of the distribution
on a grid level. However, this depends on the element shape and refinement
technique. If the subtree with root child does not fit into the current partition,
the algorithm must go deeper in this subtree. Otherwise, the subtree is added
to the current partition by decrementing the respective counter count[q]. If q
is not the number of the processor where the algorithm runs, it has to call the
operations copy and delete of the object migration mechanism. The dependency
function tri dep f provides copying and removing of all triangles and grid nodes
that occurs in the subtree. The last phase consists of performing communication
by calling execute transfer and updating the refinement tree.
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4 Properties

Let N be the number of triangles, p be the number of processors, and M the
number of transfer objects. The asymptotic time complexity of the algorithm is
O(N), because the first phase takes O(N/p) operation, the second O(p logN)
operations, and the lastM operations. Note thatM << N and copy and delete
can be executed in constant time. Because N is much larger than M and in
parallel multigrid solvers should be N much larger than p, communication time
is neglectable here.

Moreover, the partitioning algorithm produces an optimal balance [4]. It is
not difficult to show that the algorithm provides locality of the distribution both
on each grid level and among different levels. However, the algorithm does not
minimize the number of edges that are cut by the partition. This disadvantage is
not very important because the number of multigrid cycles inside the loop of the
adaptive multigrid algorithm is low. Moreover, if we use a suitable overlapping
strategy, we do not need more than two communication phases per multigrid
cycle [6].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a skeleton-based parallel implementation of a DLBA working on a
distributed refinement tree that arises from adaptive grid refinement. The results
we have obtained support the idea that the use of skeletons to hide communi-
cation leads to efficient programs, which are smaller and easier to understand
than comparable low-level implementations.

The next step is to integrate this DLBA into a multigrid solver with adaptive
grid refinement using the presented skeletons. We want to investigate if such a
project can be implemented in Skil with comparable efficiency but with less
programming effort compared to a low-level implementation.
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